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 me to help you manage your construction equipment business better. Pages Friday, February 24, 2015 The equipment market is at a crossroads. We are seeing a coming of age in online marketplace platforms like Amazon and Ebay. These are the gatekeepers of the marketplace and it is their proficiency that will determine if your company remains relevant and successful. The evolution of distribution
strategies to reach customers has created an environment that rewards those companies that are able to develop the most efficient delivery systems. The distribution world has developed its own language and lexicon and this is used to describe the overall health of the marketplace. Most people are familiar with how a healthy company is described. a. Inventory is good. Most people have heard of
situations where inventory levels were running low or were too high. Most believe they understand the reasons. The new reality is that only about 35% of online distribution is from inventory and not from warehouse. If you have a great warehouse facility, it is still crucial to have excellent IT systems and processes in place to deliver your inventory to your market efficiently. The system must be
designed to capture data, information and insight on shipments. The new technology to enable this is called shipment management. b. All lots should be matched to the correct invoice. The current norm is for all lots to be shipped to a single invoice. In most cases that is a good idea. However, each customer is different and they typically have different payment terms and need different shipment

information. A proper package structure can result in lower customer service costs by allowing the customer to get the information they need in a timely manner. c. Customer Service should be there. If your customer service has not been properly handled, they will be distributing their merchandise through Amazon or eBay to a company that is run by robots. Not a good idea. (I have seen it happen.)
While there is not a direct correlation between customer service and the efficiency of online transactions, understanding the culture of a company is a way to improve customer service. d. A proper strategy for customers should be in place. The company should have the understanding of their target market. What do they need to be successful? Do they need higher margin products or lower margin

products? What are the business rules? 82157476af
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